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The maintenance of skeletal muscle mass is critical for sustaining health; however, the mechanisms responsible for muscle loss with aging and chronic diseases, such as diabetes and obesity, are poorly understood. We found that expression of a member of the AMPK-related kinase family, the SNF1-AMPK-related kinase (SNARK, also known as NUAK2), increased with muscle cell differentiation. SNARK expression increased in skeletal muscles from young mice exposed to metabolic stress and in muscles from healthy older human subjects. The regulation of SNARK expression in muscle with differentiation and physiological stress suggests that SNARK may function in the maintenance of muscle mass. Consistent with this hypothesis, decreased endogenous SNARK expression (using siRNA) in cultured muscle cells resulted in increased apoptosis and decreased cell survival under conditions of metabolic stress. Likewise, muscle-specific transgenic animals expressing a SNARK dominant-negative inactive mutant (SDN) had increased myonuclear apoptosis and activation of apoptotic mediators in muscle. Moreover, animals expressing SDN had severe, age-accelerated muscle atrophy and increased adiposity, consistent with sarcopenic obesity. Reduced SNARK activity, in vivo and in vitro, caused downregulation of the Rho kinase signaling pathway, a key mediator of cell survival. These findings reveal a critical role for SNARK in myocyte survival and the maintenance of muscle mass with age.
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Introduction

Skeletal muscle is essential for maintaining health due to its significant mass, large contribution to whole-body metabolism, and critical role in mobility. Age-induced loss of muscle mass and function, or sarcopenia, results in loss of mobility, reduced quality of life, and is one of the strongest predictors of morbidity and mortality (1, 2). As such, sarcopenia represents a rising clinical, social, and economic burden on our increasingly aging population, with the number of people suffering from sarcopenia expected to increase 4-fold to 200 million by 2050 (3). The health toll of sarcopenia is compounded by sharply climbing rates of obesity, as these two conditions exacerbate one another (4), giving rise to the term “sarcopenic obesity” (5). In addition, many age- and obesity-related chronic diseases, such as cancer, heart disease, and diabetes, can negatively impact muscle mass; the muscle loss that accompanies these conditions leads to impaired prognosis and strongly predicts mortality (6–8). Therefore, determining the molecular mechanisms that lead to the maintenance or loss of muscle mass under conditions of aging and in response to metabolic stressors such as obesity is of high priority and has implications for the treatment of several chronic diseases.

The AMPK-related kinases are substrates of the tumor suppressor protein, LKB1. Of these, AMPK itself has been investigated extensively and is established as an important regulator of skeletal muscle metabolism and adaptation in response to stress (9, 10), whereas very little is known about the function of other AMPK-related kinases in muscle. The SNF1-AMPK-related kinase, SNARK (also known as NUAK2), has been implicated in the regulation of critical cellular processes, including metabolism (11) and cell motility (12), and its expression is regulated by disease states in humans, such as cancer (13) and obesity (14). Homozygous deletion of SNARK in mice is lethal at an embryonic stage, suggesting an essential role for SNARK in development (15). In contrast to AMPK, the specific functions of SNARK in skeletal muscle remain largely unknown. Here, using both in vitro and in vivo models, we establish that SNARK plays a protective, antiapoptotic role in myocyte survival in response to physiologic stressors by suppressing cell death pathways. These studies reveal what we believe to be a novel role for SNARK in the maintenance of muscle mass with age and obesity.

Results

SNARK increases with metabolic stress and regulates myocyte survival in vitro. Little is known about SNARK regulation during muscle development or under conditions of metabolic and physiologic stress. In C2C12 muscle culture, SNARK protein levels increased by approximately 60% in fully differentiated myotubes (day 4 of differentiation) compared with myoblasts (Figure 1A). Treatment of cultured myotubes with the mild metabolic stressor palmitate (250 μM) for 48 hours induced a 2-fold increase in SNARK protein, demonstrating that SNARK is regulated by metabolic stress in vitro (Figure 1B). Consistent with in vitro data,
Thus, our data clearly demonstrate what we believe to be a novel role for SNARK in the survival of myocytes in response to metabolic stress in vitro.

To determine the mechanism by which SNARK regulates survival in muscle cells, we investigated RhoA signaling, which has been shown to be critical for survival in multiple cell types (16). SNARK’s only identified substrate to date, MYPT1, is a key mediator of RhoA signaling in response to myosin remodeling, and MYPT1 is also a substrate of the Rho kinase (ref. 17). In addition, SNARK has been shown to bind directly to the RhoA regulator, myosin phosphatase Rho-interacting protein (18), indicating that SNARK could interact with RhoA signaling at multiple levels. The specific phosphorylation site for SNARK on MYPT1 has not yet been identified (19), therefore we examined phosphorylation of MYPT1 on the Rho kinase site T696 in C2C12 myocytes. SNARK knockdown was associated with a severe blunting of MYPT1 phosphorylation at T696 (Figure 2D). Interestingly, MYPT1 phosphorylation was increased by 2-fold in control cells in response to palmitate exposure, but this increase was abolished in SNARK-knockdown cells, suggesting that Rho kinase signaling through SNARK expression increased in mouse skeletal muscles following consumption of a high-fat diet (58% fat/kcal) for 12 weeks (Figure 1C). SNARK expression was also increased in human skeletal muscle from healthy older (78 ± 5 yr) male subjects compared with that in younger (22 ± 1 yr) male subjects (Figure 1D). These data demonstrate that SNARK expression is increased with muscle differentiation and in response to metabolic stress and aging, raising the possibility that SNARK functions in the preservation of skeletal muscle mass.

To test the hypothesis that SNARK plays a role in the response of myocytes to stress, SNARK expression was decreased in C2C12 myoblasts using siRNA and cell survival was measured in response to palmitate treatment. There was a 70% reduction of Snark mRNA and a 62% reduction of SNARK protein in siRNA-treated cells compared with that in cells treated with scrambled siRNA (Figure 2, A and B). Cell survival was not compromised in SNARK-knockdown cells following 24 hours of vehicle treatment. In contrast, 24 hours of palmitate exposure decreased cell number by 53% in SNARK-knockdown cells, while cells treated with scrambled siRNA did not undergo palmitate-induced apoptosis (Figure 2C). Thus, our data clearly demonstrate what we believe to be a novel role for SNARK in the survival of myocytes in response to metabolic stress in vitro.

To determine the mechanism by which SNARK regulates survival in muscle cells, we investigated RhoA signaling, which has been shown to be critical for survival in multiple cell types (16). SNARK’s only identified substrate to date, MYPT1, is a key mediator of RhoA signaling in response to myosin remodeling, and MYPT1 is also a substrate of the Rho kinase (ref. 17). In addition, SNARK has been shown to bind directly to the RhoA regulator, myosin phosphatase Rho-interacting protein (18), indicating that SNARK could interact with RhoA signaling at multiple levels. The specific phosphorylation site for SNARK on MYPT1 has not yet been identified (19), therefore we examined phosphorylation of MYPT1 on the Rho kinase site T696 in C2C12 myocytes. SNARK knockdown was associated with a severe blunting of MYPT1 phosphorylation at T696 (Figure 2D). Interestingly, MYPT1 phosphorylation was increased by 2-fold in control cells in response to palmitate exposure, but this increase was abolished in SNARK-knockdown cells, suggesting that Rho kinase signaling through
(Figure 2), we aimed to determine the effects of SNARK activity on muscle structure and function in vivo. Therefore, we generated lines of muscle-specific SNARK transgenic mice that overexpress either SNARK (SWT mice) or a SNARK dominant-negative (kinase-inactive) mutant (SDN mice) under the control of the muscle creatine kinase (MCK) promoter. The SDN construct was generated by mutating the LKB1 activation site on human SNARK from Thr to Ala (Figure 3A), generating a full-length SNARK protein with greatly reduced phosphotransferase activity against the AMARA substrate peptide (Figure 3B). Overexpression of the SDN construct decreased endogenous SNARK phosphorylation at its activating site, demonstrating its ability to reduce cellular SNARK activity (Figure 3C). Western blotting of FLAG expression in multiple tissues revealed transgene expression in various skeletal muscles and a small amount of expression in the heart, as expected using the MCK promoter (Figure 3D). FLAG immunohistochemistry revealed

MYPT1 is involved in the protection of myocytes from metabolic stress-induced apoptosis. Protein levels of the MYPT1-binding partner, protein phosphatase 1 (PP1C), were not altered by SNARK knockdown or palmitate exposure. Increased stress-induced apoptosis and blunted Rho kinase signaling in SNARK-knockdown cells were associated with reduced protein expression of the RhoA target NFAT, which is an important regulator of hypertrophy and survival in cardiac and skeletal muscle (refs. 20, 21, and Figure 2D). In addition, increased apoptosis in SNARK-knockdown cells was accompanied by hyperactivation of the apoptotic regulator, JNK, and cleavage (activation) of the cell death proteases caspase-3 and caspase-7 (Figure 2D).

**Generation of muscle-specific SNARK transgenic mice.** Based on our finding that SNARK expression is modulated during muscle development and in response to metabolic stress and aging (Figure 1) and our data demonstrating a role for SNARK in myocyte survival (Figure 2), we aimed to determine the effects of SNARK activity on muscle structure and function in vivo. Therefore, we generated lines of muscle-specific SNARK transgenic mice that overexpress either SNARK (SWT mice) or a SNARK dominant-negative (kinase-inactive) mutant (SDN mice) under the control of the muscle creatine kinase (MCK) promoter. The SDN construct was generated by mutating the LKB1 activation site on human SNARK from Thr to Ala (Figure 3A), generating a full-length SNARK protein with greatly reduced phosphotransferase activity against the AMARA substrate peptide (Figure 3B). Overexpression of the SDN construct decreased endogenous SNARK phosphorylation at its activating site, demonstrating its ability to reduce cellular SNARK activity (Figure 3C). Western blotting of FLAG expression in multiple tissues revealed transgene expression in various skeletal muscles and a small amount of expression in the heart, as expected using the MCK promoter (Figure 3D). FLAG immunohistochemistry revealed
SNARKE inactive transgenic mice have age- and dose-dependent muscle atrophy. SNARKE transgenic mice were studied at approximately 18 and 58 weeks of age to determine the interactive effects of SNARKE activity and age on muscle phenotype. Body weights were similar among SNARKE transgenic mice and littermate controls in both age groups. SNARKE transgenic mice (SWT) or a dominant-negative inactive SNARKE mutant (T208A; SDN) were generated using the MCK promoter. Figure 3. Generation of muscle-specific SNARKE transgenic mice. (A) Transgenic mice with muscle-specific overexpression of FLAG-tagged wild-type SNARKE (SWT) or a dominant-negative inactive SNARKE mutant (T208A; SDN) were generated using the MCK promoter. (B) Phosphotransferase activity of SWT and SDN constructs against the AMARA peptide was assessed by immunoprecipitation of FLAG from 293 HEK overexpression lysates using 32P-γ-ATP. n = 5 per group. (C) The dominant-negative nature of the SNARKE dominant-negative construct was verified by measuring endogenous SNARKE phosphorylation at its activating site T208 in 293 HEK cells transfected with PCDNA3.1 empty vector (EV), SNARKE dominant-negative mutant (SDN), or wild-type human SNARKE (SWT). n = 4 per group. (D) A FLAG immunoblot demonstrating the expression of SNARKE transgene in the TA, extensor digitorum longus (EDL), soleus (SOL), and heart muscles compared with wild-type littermates, and the absence of expression in livers of SNARKE transgenic mice. AMPK is shown as a loading control. (E) Relative expression levels of transgene and endogenous protein in the muscles of SNARKE transgenic mice and littermate controls using FLAG, phospho-SNARKE T208, and total SNARKE antibodies. Two lines of transgenic mice overexpressing different levels of dominant-negative SNARKE (SDN-Low and SDN-High) were studied, and data from two independent lines of SWT mice with similar expression levels were pooled for analysis. *P < 0.05 vs. control determined by 1-way ANOVA and Bonferroni post-hoc testing. Error bars indicate mean ± SEM.

Figure 3. A perinuclear or nuclear localization of transgenes in the skeletal muscles of SWT and SDN mice (Supplemental Figure 1; supplemental material available online with this article; doi:10.1172/JCI79197DS1). Heart morphology and function were examined and found to be normal in SNARKE transgenic mice (Supplemental Figure 1). There was no FLAG expression in nonmuscle tissues, including the liver (Figure 3D), demonstrating muscle-specific expression of SNARKE transgenes. Two lines of SDN mice generated from independent founders that expressed lower levels (SDN-Low mice) and higher levels (SDN-High mice) of dominant-negative SNARKE in muscle were studied to determine the “dose-response” effect of reduced SNARKE activity in muscle, while data from two independent lines of mice with similar levels of wild-type SNARKE overexpression were pooled (SWT mice) to determine the effect of increased SNARKE activity in muscle (Figure 3E).
masses of the gastrocnemius/plantaritis and tibialis anterior (TA) muscle complexes by 58 weeks of age (Figure 4, C and D). No age-induced muscle atrophy was observed in SWT mice or control littermates by 58 weeks of age, indicating that mutation of the LKB1-activating site was responsible for muscle atrophy in SDN mice, rather than SNARK overexpression per se. Reduced muscle mass in SDN mice was accompanied by loss of forelimb grip strength at 58 weeks of age, whereas grip strength was maintained in SWT mice and littermate controls (Figure 4E). Our data demonstrate that SDN mice undergo severe, early-onset muscle atrophy, combined with age-induced increases in adiposity, or sarcopenic obesity. Thus, we have identified what we believe to be a novel role for SNARK in the maintenance of muscle mass with age.

**SNARK-inactive transgenic mice have atrophy of type IIB fibers.** To investigate the loss of muscle mass in SDN mice and the effect of SNARK activity on muscle phenotype, we performed a detailed analysis of muscle morphology in SDN and SWT mice and littermate controls at 58 weeks of age. Comprehensive histological analysis of SDN mice was limited to the SDN-High line, which had a similar, but more pronounced, muscle-wasting phenotype compared with that of the SDN-Low line. Gross morphology of the gastrocnemius and TA muscles demonstrated a marked reduction in muscle size and a reddish appearance of muscles in SDN mice compared with those in SWT mice and littermate controls (Figure 5A). Immunofluorescent analysis of myofiber morphology of TA muscles revealed small, atrophic fibers combined with regenerating fibers containing centralized nuclei in SDN mice, with no detectable centralized nuclei in sections from SWT or control mice (Figure 5B). Quantification of the number of glycolytic (type IIB) and oxidative (type IIA/I) muscle fibers in TA cross sections revealed that the total number of fibers and the relative number of oxidative and glycolytic fibers were similar among all genotypes (Figure 5C). However, consistent with reduced muscle weight (Figure 4D), total muscle cross-sectional area (CSA) was reduced by 41% in SDN mice, compared with that in littermate controls (Figure 5D). Decreased muscle CSA in SDN mice was due to a decrease in the relative area of glycolytic, but not oxidative, fibers (Figure 5D), with glycolytic fibers in SDN mice having a 57% lower mean CSA compared with that in controls (Figure 5E). A striking change in glycolytic fiber size distribution was also observed in SDN mice, with 38% of fibers having a CSA of less than 500 μm² in SDN mice compared with
less than 5% of fibers in SWT mice and controls (Figure 5F). These data demonstrate that muscle loss in SDN mice is a result of type IIB/glycolytic muscle fiber atrophy. The reason for type IIB–specific fiber atrophy in SDN mice is unknown; however, the specific atrophy of glycolytic fibers is also the primary cause of sarcopenia in aging humans (22, 23).

SNARK-inactive transgenic mice have increased apoptotic signaling and impaired Rho kinase signaling. To determine the mechanisms that may lead to muscle atrophy in SDN mice, we measured several known mediators of protein synthesis and degradation at the protein (Supplemental Figure 2) and mRNA levels (Supplemental Figure 3). Signaling through the BMP pathway, which is a positive regulator of muscle mass (24), tended to be increased in SDN mice, demonstrating that impaired BMP signaling was not responsible for muscle atrophy in SDN mice (Supplemental Figure 2). In addition, expression levels of the key ubiquitin ligases, FBXO32 and TRIM63, were lower in SDN mice at 52 weeks of age (Supplemental Figure 3). However, the expression of the ubiquitin...
ligases TRAF6 and MUSA1, which have been implicated in muscle atrophy (25–27), were elevated in 8-week-old SDN-High animals (Supplemental Figure 4). Elevated ubiquitin ligase expression in young (8-week-old) SDN-High animals was accompanied by increased global protein ubiquitination (Supplemental Figure 4) and occurred prior to the onset of severe muscle atrophy in SDN mice, indicating that increased protein degradation and activation of the ubiquitin proteasome system may be early defects that initiate muscle loss in SDN mice. An imbalance of catabolic/anabolic signaling (28), leading to increased myonuclear apoptosis, is postulated to be responsible for pathological muscle atrophy in several disease states and with aging (29). Therefore, we measured several markers of catabolism and cellular apoptosis to determine whether dysregulation of survival signaling may be a mechanism for muscle atrophy in SDN mice. Diffuse TUNEL staining was visible in muscle cross sections from SDN mice, while very few TUNEL-positive nuclei were apparent in the muscles of control and SWT animals, indicating increased apoptosis in SDN mice (Figure 6A). Basal activation of the apoptosis-inducing kinase JNK was elevated 2.3-fold and protein levels of the proapoptotic BCL-2 family member BAX were elevated 3-fold in SDN-High mice compared with those in controls (Figure 6B). Consistent with enhanced...
apoptotic signaling in SDN mice, muscle levels of cleaved (25-kDa) PARP1 — a hallmark of cellular apoptosis (30) — were 1.8- and 2.8-fold higher in SDN-Low and SDN-High mice compared with those in littermate controls (Figure 6B). Proteins that mediate autophagy during muscle atrophy, beclin-1 and autophagocytosis associated protein (ATG3 and ATG12), were increased in the muscles of SDN-High mice (Supplemental Figure 2). Thus, muscle atrophy in 52-week-old SDN mice was accompanied by upregulation of catabolic signaling and enhanced myonuclear apoptosis, identifying SNARK as a regulator of catabolic/apoptotic signaling in skeletal muscle.

Consistent with our in vitro data implicating altered Rho kinase signaling as a mechanism for increased myocellular apoptosis with loss of SNARK function, basal phosphorylation of MYPT1 at T696 was 60% and 90% lower in SDN-Low and SDN-High mice, respectively, compared with littermate controls (Figure 6C). Blunted MYPT1 phosphorylation occurred, despite an 80% increase in MYPT1 protein in SDN-High mice, suggesting that dominant-negative SNARK can inhibit Rho kinase signaling in response to MYPT1. Protein levels of the MYPT1-binding partner, PP1C, tended (P = 0.1) to be decreased in SDN-Low and SDN-High mice (Figure 6C), demonstrating further dysregulation of the myosin phosphatase complex by dominant-negative SNARK. Blunted signaling through the Rho kinase pathway in SDN mice is further supported by our observation of reduced activation (T286 phosphorylation) of the known RhoA activator, CaMKII, and reduced protein expression of the CaMKII/RhoA target NFAT (Figure 6C).

We hypothesized that severely blunted Rho kinase signaling through the SNARK substrate MYPT1 may contribute to increased apoptosis and muscle atrophy in 58-week-old SDN animals. To determine whether impaired Rho kinase signaling precedes loss of muscle mass in SDN mice, we measured contraction-stimulated MYPT1 phosphorylation in TA muscles of young (15-week-old) SNARK transgenic animals, prior to the onset of muscle atrophy (Figure 6D). MYPT1 phosphorylation was increased by muscle contraction in control and SWT mice, representing what we believe to be a novel contraction-regulated phosphorylation site and suggesting that myosin phosphatase may be involved in the response of skeletal muscle to exercise. However, consistent with data from older (58-week-old) animals, MYPT1 T696 phosphorylation was blunted in SDN mice (Figure 6E). In contrast, other exercise-activated proteins (AMPK, AKT, and ERK) were robustly and normally phosphorylated by contraction in SDN mice, demonstrating that impaired MYPT1 phosphorylation at T696 is a specific and primary defect in SDN mice that occurs prior to the onset of muscle atrophy. Thus, our data demonstrate that loss of SNARK expression (in vitro) or function (in vivo) results in altered Rho kinase signaling and enhanced stress-induced myocellular apoptosis that results in severe muscle atrophy in vivo.

**Discussion**

The combination of increased fat mass and reduced muscle mass that occurs with aging, known as sarcopenic obesity, is becoming increasingly common and imparts a higher risk for morbidity and mortality than either condition alone. Furthermore, loss of muscle mass is a pathological condition that coincides with obesity-related diseases, including diabetes and cancer, and contributes to impaired prognosis and increased mortality. Given the scope of the population that may be affected by muscle loss that accompanies physiological stress (obesity, aging) or chronic disease states, determining the mechanisms that contribute to the maintenance or loss of muscle mass is an important step in identifying potential therapeutic interventions. Using SNARK muscle-specific transgenic animals, we identified a role for SNARK in the maintenance of muscle mass with age and found that age-induced muscle loss in SDN mice coincided with accelerated age-induced adiposity, or sarcopenic obesity. Data from two independent mouse lines demonstrated that the severity of muscle loss in SDN mice was dependent on the amount of dominant-negative SNARK expressed in muscle, further strengthening the conclusion that SNARK is a critical regulator of muscle mass with age. Moreover, in an independent set of experiments using SNARK knockdown in cultured muscles, SNARK was shown to play an antiapoptotic role in myocytes following exposure to metabolic stress.

Remarkably, severe (50%) muscle atrophy in SDN mice occurred with the relatively mild physiological stress of aging to 1 year under chow diet conditions (Figure 4, C and D). Muscle loss does not typically occur in mice consuming a chow diet until greater than 2 years of age (31), a contention supported by the absence of age-induced muscle loss in control and SWT animals at 1 year. The precise mechanisms that result in age-induced loss of muscle mass are not known; however, there is evidence that dysregulated lipid metabolism, inflammation, or increased adiposity may be primary contributors (32–34). Aging to 1 year induced an increase in adiposity that may have contributed to age-induced muscle loss in SDN mice. However, muscle atrophy in SDN mice occurred with the relatively moderate increase in fat mass induced by aging and did not require supraphysiological experimental conditions designed to rapidly increase adiposity and induce large disruptions in lipid homeostasis (e.g., 60% high-fat diet or ob/ob background). These data demonstrate that SNARK may be necessary for protection of muscle mass with exposure to daily physiological and metabolic stressors, thus indicating the physiological relevance of these findings. This contention is supported by in vitro data demonstrating that a low dose (250 μM) of palmitate induced a 50% decrease in SNARK-knockdown cell number (Figure 2), while much larger doses of palmitate (>750 μM) are required to induce significant apoptosis in wild-type cells within 24 hours (35). SNARK expression was increased in response to muscle differentiation and palmitate treatment in cultured myocytes, high-fat feeding in mice, and aging in humans (Figure 1), thereby supporting a protective role for SNARK under conditions of physiological stress and in line with its classification as a stress-activated kinase (36, 37). This hypothesis is also supported by data in humans demonstrating an increase in skeletal muscle SNARK expression with obesity and in response to treatment with palmitate or TNF-α in human primary muscle culture (14). Future work should examine whether individuals prone to stress-induced muscle wasting have lower SNARK expression or activity in muscle and whether restoration of SNARK activity can prevent the muscle loss associated with metabolic stress or aging.

Increased myonuclear apoptosis in response to stressors, such as inflammation and metabolic dysfunction, is thought to contribute to the muscle loss that occurs with aging and dis-
ease (29). Loss of SNARK activation using a dominant-negative construct in vivo, or via reduction of SNARK expression in vitro, resulted in greatly increased apoptosis in response to physiological stressors (aging or palmitate exposure). In contrast, SNARK overexpression in vivo did not result in a change of muscle phenotype compared to littermate controls, indicating that endogenous SNARK was sufficient to protect against muscle apoptosis under our experimental conditions. Protection against stress-induced apoptosis in muscle represents a positive role for SNARK in the maintenance of health; however, the antiapoptotic role of SNARK may have negative implications in other cell types. For example, data in humans indicate that high SNARK expression is associated with impaired prognosis and survival of patients suffering from melanoma, while knockdown of SNARK expression can suppress melanoma tumor growth in mice (13, 38). Furthermore, SNARK was found to be upregulated by TNF-α and protective against death receptor CD95-mediated cell death in apoptosis-resistant tumor cells (39). In those experiments (39), knockdown of SNARK or overexpression of a kinase-dead SNARK mutant increased inflammation-mediated apoptosis in ACHN tumor cells, while SNARK overexpression increased cell survival. Thus, data from studies of cancer cell growth support a prosurvival role for SNARK. In contrast, one study has identified SNARK as having a proapoptotic role, concluding that SNARK heterozygous knockout mice were more susceptible to chemically induced colorectal tumorigenesis (15). These conflicting data indicate that the role of SNARK in cell survival may be tissue and context dependent.

As a Ser/Thr protein kinase, it is likely that SNARK exerts its effect on myocyte survival through phosphorylation of substrate proteins. To date, the only identified substrate of SNARK is MYPT1, which is a regulatory subunit of the myosin phosphatase complex. Functionally, SNARK has been shown to regulate stress fiber formation (18) and cytoskeletal organization (40), both of which rely on myosin phosphatase regulation. Recent data show that, in addition to SNARK, the closely related AMPK-related kinase NUAK1 also phosphorylates MYPT1 (41). Interestingly, AMPK itself does not phosphorylate MYPT1 (41), indicating a distinct role for SNARK and NUAK1 in the regulation of cytoskeletal dynamics via the myosin phosphatase complex. NUAK1 regulates cell adhesion and cell cycle progression, with NUAK1 inhibitors acting to suppress cell proliferation, indicating that both SNARK and NUAK1 may be important regulators of cell survival (42). Rho kinase signaling has been identified as an important mediator of cell contractility, stress fiber formation, and survival signaling in many cell types, in part through its ability to regulate the myosin phosphatase complex via inhibitory phosphorylation of MYPT1 at T696 (16, 17). Increased myonuclear apoptosis in SDN mice and in SNARK-knockdown cells occurred in conjunction with severe blunting of MYPT1 phosphorylation at the Rho kinase site, T696. Thus, our data and data from other laboratories (18, 19, 42) demonstrate biochemical and functional interaction between the Rho kinase and SNARK signaling pathways, providing a potential mechanism by which SNARK exerts its prosurvival role in skeletal muscle. Indeed, exploitation of the strong antiapoptotic role of Rho kinase in many cell types has led to multiple successful preclinical trials of Rho kinase inhibitors as effective treatments in reducing tumor growth and metastasis (43). Our data suggest that SNARK is a positive regulator of Rho kinase signaling and provide evidence of a prosurvival role for SNARK/Rho kinase signaling in skeletal muscle.

The AMPK-related kinase family and AMPK in particular have been implicated in the etiology and treatment of multiple disease states and as mediators of numerous critical cellular processes. We now identify what we believe to be a novel physiological function for SNARK—a member of this family that has been considerably less well studied. Specifically, our investigation has identified a previously undiscovered role for SNARK as a regulator of skeletal muscle mass in vivo. In addition, we provide evidence that SNARK plays a protective role in myocyte survival under conditions of metabolic and physiological stress. Since increased stress-induced myonuclear apoptosis may be a contributor to muscle loss that occurs with several conditions and disease states, these data have broad implications for determining the etiology of muscle wasting and potential treatments for maintaining muscle mass.

Methods

Generation of SNARK transgenic mice. Dominant-negative SNARK was generated by performing mutagenesis (T208A) on a full-length human SNARK cDNA template as previously described (11). A FLAG (DYKDDDDK) sequence was added to the N-termini of both wild-type and dominant-negative SNARK constructs using PCR, and the product was subcloned into a vector containing the MCK promoter. MCK-FLAG-SNARK constructs were linearized and purified, and mice were generated by pronuclear injection into fertilized oocytes from the C57BL/6 background. Founder mice overexpressing wild-type SNARK (SWT mice) or dominant-negative SNARK (SDN mice) were identified using PCR, and mouse lines were established by breeding transgenic founders to wild-type C57BL/6 mice mice. Two lines of SDN mice generated from independent founders that expressed lower levels (SDN-Low mice) and higher levels (SDN-High mice) of dominant-negative SNARK in muscle were studied to determine the “dose-response” effect of reduced SNARK activity in muscle; while data from two independent lines of mice with similar levels of wild-type SNARK overexpression were pooled (SWT mice) to determine the effect of increased SNARK activity in muscle. Young adult male (-18-week-old) and older (-58-week-old) male mice were studied to determine genotype-aging interactions. Body composition was measured in anesthetized mice using a Lunar PIXImus2 mouse densitometer.

Western blotting. Skeletal muscles and tissues were rapidly dissected, frozen in liquid N₂, and homogenized using a TissueLyser (Qiagen) in a modified RIPA buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 1% (v/v) NP-40, 50 mM NaCl, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 50 mM NaF, 5 mM sodium pyrophosphate, 1 mM DTT, and protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche). For measurement of SNARK transgene tissue distribution, individual muscles or tissue aliquots were homogenized from 10-week-old SNARK transgenic mice or littermate controls. For measurement of catabolic and apoptotic markers, the TA, extensor digitorum longus, plantaris, and gastrocnemius muscles from 58-week-old mice were pulverized under liquid nitrogen, and an aliquot of mixed muscle was homogenized to ensure a representative sample of skeletal muscle was used for analysis. The protein content of muscle and tissue lysates was analyzed using a Bradford Assay (Bio-Rad), and samples
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containing equal amounts of protein were heated to 95°C for 5 minutes in Laemmli buffer. Samples were run on Criterion TGX 4-15% gradient gels (Bio-Rad) and transferred to nitrocellulose membranes. Membranes were blocked in 5% non-fat dry milk for 1 hour at room temperature and exposed to primary antibodies overnight at 4°C, followed by incubation with appropriate HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies and visualization on film with ECL. SNARK was detected using anti-SNARK sera provided by Cell Signaling Technology or anti-NUAK2 antibody (Abcam; ab107287). The following antibodies were used for the detection of phosphorylated and total protein levels: pMYPT1 T696 (Cell Signaling Technology 5163), MYPT1 (Cell Signaling Technology 8574), PPIC (Santa Cruz Biotechnology 7482), pJNK (Promega V7931), Caspase-3 (Cell Signaling Technology 9664), α-Tubulin (Cell Signaling Technology 2125), Caspase-7 (Cell Signaling Technology 8438), BAX (Cell Signaling Technology 2727), FLAG (Sigma-Aldrich F7425), PARP1 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology 56197), pCaMKII (Cell Signaling Technology 3362), CaMKII (Cell Signaling Technology 3361), NFAT (Santa Cruz Biotechnology 13033), RhoA (Cell Signaling Technology 2117), Beclin (Cell Signaling Technology 3495), ATG3 (Cell Signaling Technology 3415), ATG12 (Cell Signaling Technology 4180), LC3A/B (Cell Signaling Technology 4599/3868), P62 (Cell Signaling Technology 5114), pSMAD1/5 (Cell Signaling Technology 9516), SMAD1 (Cell Signaling Technology 9743), SMAD3 (Cell Signaling Technology 5339), SMAD3 (Cell Signaling Technology 9523), GAPDH (Cell Signaling Technology 2118), pAKT (Cell Signaling Technology 9271), pERK (Cell Signaling Technology 4370), PAMPK (Cell Signaling Technology 2531), and AMPKα (Cell Signaling Technology 5831).

Real-time PCR. A portion of the TA muscle was collected from 52-week-old SNARK transgenic mice and littermate controls and stored for 24 hours in RNALater (Qiagen) at 4°C. RNA was extracted using Qiagen reagent (Qiagen) and purified using RNeasy columns (Qiagen). RNA samples underwent reverse transcription, and mRNA levels were measured using a Myogenesis and Myopathy PCR Array (Bio-Rad).

Human skeletal muscle samples. Biopsies were taken from the vastus lateralis muscles of healthy young (age 22 ± 1 year) and older (age 78 ± 5 years) men at baseline after an overnight fast and stored in RNAlater (Ambion) for later analysis. Subject characteristics have been previously reported (33, 44).

In situ contraction. In situ muscle contraction was performed as previously described (11). Briefly, the sciatic nerve was isolated from one leg and stimulated for 15 minutes, with the contralateral leg acting as a basal control. Following completion of the contraction protocol, the TA muscles from both legs were rapidly dissected and frozen in liquid nitrogen. Muscles were weighed and processed for Western blotting.

C2C12 tissue culture. C2C12 myoblasts (ATCC; passage 4–7) were used for all experiments and maintained in DMEM containing 10% FBS and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. Differentiation was induced by incubating the cells in DMEM containing 2% horse serum and 1% penicillin/streptomycin for 4 days. For experiments involving palmitate treatment, cells were incubated in DMEM containing 250 μM palmitate (from 1 mM stock in ethanol) conjugated to 2% fatty acid-free BSA or vehicle (ethanol/2% BSA) for 24 or 48 hours. SNARK-knockdown myoblasts were generated using siRNA against SNARK or a scrambled sequence obtained from Origene (SR30004, SR418439B) using the Lipofectamine RNAiMAX reverse transfection protocol (Life Technologies). Cell survival was assessed using the MTT viability assay. Briefly, cells were exposed to 500 μM MTT reagent for 3 hours, washed once with ice-cold PBS, and solubilized in DMSO. Absorbance was measured at 540 and 690 nm, and the relative number of viable cells was calculated for each well. Data represent the average of 3 independent experiments.

Muscle histology. TA muscles from 58-week-old SNARK transgenic mice and littermate controls were frozen in isopentane cooled with liquid nitrogen and stored at −80°C until sectioning. Six-micron sections were cut using a cryostat microtome (Leica CM1850; Leica Microsystems) and affixed to slides. Sections were incubated overnight at 4°C in a humidified chamber with antibodies against Laminin (Sigma-Aldrich L9393) and myosin heavy chain type IIB (BF-F3, Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, USA). Subsequently, sections were incubated with appropriate conjugated secondary antibodies for 1 hour at 37°C (Alexa Fluor 488 and Alexa Fluor 568, Molecular Probes, Life Technologies). Slides were mounted with DAPI-containing mounting medium to stain myonuclei (Vectorshield H-1500; Vector Laboratories Inc.). Histology image analysis for quantification of type I/IIA and type IIB muscle fiber CSA was performed across whole-section images by OracleBio Limited. Using Definiens Tissue Studio software, a customized algorithm was initially developed to automatically detect all individual fibers in the tissue section, as outlined by the laminin immunofluorescence image layer. Each detected fiber object was then automatically classified as type IIB (BF-F3 stained) or type I/IIA (unstained). Finally, each tissue slide was manually reviewed for exclusion of detected artefacts before the CSA (μm²) of each classified fiber was determined.

Statistics. Analysis of changes in SNARK expression with exposure to metabolic stress or aging (Figure 1) and with SNARK knockdown (Figure 6, A and B) was performed using an unpaired t test. Analysis of genotype/age interactions in SNARK transgenic mice (Figure 3) as well as SNARK expression and cell survival (Figure 6, C and D) was performed using a 2-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc testing. Analysis of muscle phenotype (Figure 4) and protein expression/signaling within SNARK transgenic animals and littermate controls was performed with a 1-way ANOVA, followed by Bonferroni post-hoc testing. P values of less than 0.05 were considered significant.

Study approval. All experiments were performed in accordance with a protocol approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Joslin Diabetes Center and with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (8th ed. The National Academies Press. 2011.). The Tufts University Health Sciences Campus and Tufts Medical Center Institutional Review Board (IRB 8766) approved the collection of human tissues, and written informed consent was obtained from each participant.
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